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ABSTRACT

Increasing demand for high data rate wireless communications has propelled

research in designing transmission schemes that can reliably deliver high data rate

over mobile wireless channels. Recently, several methods that divide the original

bitstream of a progressive image/video wavelet based source coder into multiple

correlated substreams have been proposed. The principle behind transmitting

independent multiple substreams is to generate multiple descriptions of the source

such that graceful degradation is achieved over severe fading channels and lossy

packet networks. Graceful degradation is achieved since some of the substreams

might be recovered and used to estimate the source. Noting that multiple sub-

streams can benefit from multiple independent channel paths, we naturally con-

sider multi-input multi-output (MIMO) communication systems where we obtain

multiple independent fading channels. Deploying multiple antennas is a relatively

recent effective technique that uses spatial diversity to combat the degradation ef-

fects of multipath fading. Depending on several factors including: the number of

antennas employed, the transmission energy, the Doppler shift (due to the motion

between the transmitter antenna and receiver antennas), the total transmission

rate and the distortion-rate (D-R) of the source—there exists an optimal number of

balanced substreams and an optimal joint source-channel coding policy such that

the expected distortion at the receiver is minimized. Previous researchers have
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used experimental simulation techniques using sub-optimal numbers of substreams

for a particular channel situation. The major contribution of this thesis is that

we derive an expected distortion function at the receiver based on all of these pa-

rameters and provide a fast real-time numerical technique to find the optimal or

near optimal number of balanced substreams to be transmitted. This expected

distortion is based on our derivation of the probabilistic loss patterns of a bal-

anced multiple substream progressive source coder. The accuracy of the derived

expected distortion estimator is confirmed by Monte-Carlo simulation employing

Dent’s modification of Jakes’ model. By accurately estimating the optimal number

of balanced substreams to be transmitted, a substantial gain in visual quality at

low and intermediate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is obtained over severely fading

channels. At high SNR, the single stream source coder’s source efficiency makes

it slightly better than the multiple substream source coder. In addition, we also

derive an estimator for the expected number of source bits at the receiver for mul-

tiple substream progressive source coders under an optimal equal error protection

constraint . This expected number of source bits can be used as an objective func-

tion of joint source-channel (JSCC) algorithms. We also evaluate this estimator

for various antenna, SNR and different number of substreams.

Another contribution of this thesis is the simple and extremely accurate analyt-

ical D-R model that improves upon pre-existing methodologies and applications

and relies on an accurate and computationally inexpensive D-R estimate. We

propose in-line and computationally inexpensive mean square error (MSE) D-R
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estimator for single stream SPIHT that generates a nearly exact distortion-rate

(D-R) function for the 2-D and 3-D SPIHT algorithms. Further contribution is

made in the case of multiple substream progressive source coders where we propose

a simple D-R plus loss (D-RL) estimator under various packet stream loss config-

uration. This allows us to formulate an optimization problem with the expected

distortion function for multiple substreams transmission systems as its objective

function. Overall, using our analytic development, we provide a systematic real-

time non-adhoc method that achieves high quality image and video at low and

moderate signal-to-noise ratios in severe fading channels for single and multiple

antenna systems.
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